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Abstract: In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), nodes are deployed in sensor fields for monitoring and 
controlling the physical environments. Node localization is fundamental challenge in wireless sensor 
networks as without knowing the location of nodes sensed information will have no value. Therefore, it is 
vital that nodes must know their location. This paper provides a review of basic techniques for 
localization. The localization algorithms are classified into GPS based or GPS free, Anchor based or 
Anchor free, Centralized or Distributed and Range based or range free. Paper further discusses 
limitations of each of the algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Most of the daily life activities depend on sensor technology with great advancement in wireless sensor 
network (WSN). WSN is a technique that trace nearby environment activities and behavior for monitoring and 
controlling activities [1] [5]. It has large number of areas where it is used appreciably as in military for battle 
field surveillance, environmental monitoring (like temperature, pressure, humidity etc.), health care, industrial 
controlling, inventory system, household, habitat monitoring, traffic control monitoring, under water 
monitoring, target tracking, wildfire detection, in rescuing other emergency situations etc[2]. WSN consists of 
large number of sensor nodes which performs computation or processing on received/collected information and 
do communication means send processed information over the network. Sensor nodes are low powered, low 
mobility, low cost devices. WSN has many design and technical challenges as Adhoc deployment, production 
cost, limited battery, complex calculations, fault tolerance, scalability, hardware constraints, and network 
topology. 

Sensor nodes are deployed in an ad hoc manner and the nodes have to identify themselves in some 
spatial co-ordinate system. This problem is referred to as localization [3]. Localization is one of the technical 
challenge in Wireless sensor network due to adhoc deployment i.e. sensor nodes are deployed in regions which 
have no infrastructure like forest. Localization is an active area of research. It means to determine the location of 
the sensor node, which sense the happening of event and collect the data. Then sensor sends that data to the base 
station, this information will be irrelevant if we do not know the location from where it come or position of the 
event where it occurred. Localization refers to find the location of an event where it actually occurs. 

One more easy solution is manual configuration but this is impractical in large scale or when sensors 
are deployed in inaccessible areas such as dense forest, volcanoes or when sensors are mobile. Another easy 
solution is to equip all the sensor nodes with GPS [4] (Global positioning system) system which provide exact 
location of the event over the network. As a sensor network consist of large number of sensor nodes to cover a 
region and equipping each node with GPS is too costly, power consuming and increase the size of the sensor 
node which is not suitable in construction of cheap small sensor nodes. GPS can work only outdoors. GPS 
requires line of sight between the receiver and satellites; but big buildings, heavy trees obstruct signals thereby 
reducing signal strength. So it has low accuracy due to poor signal reception. These are some reasons due to 
which equipping all the nodes with GPS is not desirable, so only some nodes are equipped with GPS, which are 
known as Anchor node/ Beacon node/ landmark node who know their position. These nodes are used further for 
position estimation of other unknown nodes. For this purpose many localization algorithms introduced to solve 
localization problem. 
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II give a brief overview of the localization process. In Section 
III, some of the localization algorithms are discussed. Section IV concludes the paper. 
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II. LOCALIZATION PROCESS 

Localization discovers spatial relationships between objects. Sensor nodes determine their location by 
localization. It is estimated through communication distance between localized and unlocalized node and the 
angle at which they receive the signal. Localization process consist of mainly two stages: in first stage, nodes 
computes distance or angle to the anchor nodes in its proximity or vicinity using different methods. In second 
stage, sensor nodes use all the distance estimates to compute its actual location using the method that deployed 
on the basis of the methods used in first stage. 

 
Location measurement techniques [5] can be categorised into 3 main groups as follows. 

1. Triangulation 
2. Trilateration[6] 
3. Multilateration 

In triangulation [7] initially AoA measurements are gathered at the sensor node from at least three anchor nodes 
and to localize the node geometric operations and properties are applied on the measurements. 
Trilateration [7] uses distance measurements of three anchor nodes to the unknown node in its near vicinity 
receive tuples in the form (x, y, d). In this tuple, (x, y) are the coordinates of that anchor node and d is the 
distance to the anchor node. Then simple geometric operations are applied to find the location of the node where 
all the three anchor nodes intersect each other.  

 
 
 
 
In Multilateration [7] more than three anchor nodes are used to compute the location of the node by the 
mathematical intersection of many hyperbolas based on the time at which the receive signal or on the basis of 
distance from more than three anchor nodes. 

III. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS 

Localization algorithms [8] are basically classified as  
• GPS based or GPS free 
• Anchor based or Anchor free[3] 
• Centralized or Distributed 
• Range based or range free 

In GPS based network all the nodes are equipped with GPS system which gives accurate location to all the 
nodes but equipping all the nodes with GPS not the best solution as it cannot work in indoor or dense foliage 
due to obstruction in line of sight. Its localization accuracy is too high but from economic point it too costly and 

Anchor node 

Unknown node 

Figure 1: A network with sensor and anchor nodes. 

Figure 2: a) Triangulation b) Trilateration c) Multilateration [5] 
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sensor nodes are required to be small but the size of GPS and its antenna increases the sensor node form factor 
whereas GPS free algorithms do not use GPS systems to localize node only some nodes are equipped with GPS 
system which are known as Anchor or Beacon nodes which initiates localization process and they use 
connectivity information to measure distance between the nodes relative to local network and as it does not use 
GPS systems it is less costly as compared to GPS based algorithms[9]. 
In anchor based network some nodes are deployed manually or some nodes are equipped with GPS systems 
which gives accurate locations of sensor nodes [3][9][10]. Anchor nodes initiates’ localization process to 
localize unknown nodes by these known nodes positions. Localization accuracy of unknown nodes is highly 
dependent on the number of anchor nodes in the network. And if we use GPS receivers, these are expensive and 
it uses line of sight communication so it cannot be used in indoors for localization and one alternative is that we 
can deploy nodes manually but it is not feasible if we have to deploy 10,000 sensor node field with 500 anchor 
nodes manually localized. Anchor-free algorithms estimate relative positions of nodes instead of computing 
absolute node positions and anchor free algorithms are used for indoor localization. 
In centralized algorithms [9] [11], as shown in figure 3a no computations need to be performed by the nodes 
since they communicate through the sink node, which does the computations for them. Centralized algorithms 
find a solution to the computational limitation of nodes and communication consumes more energy as compared 
to computation. Also, the locations obtained are more precise. But, this leads to an increase in pressure on the 
sink node and once the sink node fails, the complete network collapses. Also, as the number of nodes increase, 
the energy efficiency decreases, the time delay increases and the traffic congestion also increases.  

 
Distributed algorithms [9] [11] (figure 3b), on the other hand, reduces the traffic congestion, has good scalability 
and has less storage requirements shown in figure. The computational burden is distributed equally among all 
the nodes and communication cost reduces as compared to centralized algorithms. But, there is no concept of 
using shortest-path for the inter-node communication, which leads to a decrease in throughput.  
Range based [7] approaches make full use of range information and derive specific parameters from this to 
estimate location. The basic key of this technique is to measure the range of wireless signal transmission. This 
approach depends on distance or angle between nodes to obtain unknown node's location. The three approaches 
based on distance measurement are RSSI (Received signal strength), TDOA (time Difference of Arrival) and 
TOA (Time of Arrival) and based on angle measurement is AOA(Angel of Arrival). 
RSSI(Received signal strength indicator)[7][8][12], in this technique distance between two nodes transmitter 
and receiver is calculated by the signal strength received at the receiver end as all the nodes are equipped with 
radios to do communication. There are three parameters which are used to calculate distance between 
transmitter and receiver: 1) Strength of the signal, 2) Information about transmitted strength and 3) The path-
loss model. As the strength of a signal diminishes with the square of the distance between transmitter and 
receiver is increased. With the help of this equation we calculate the distance: 

                  

Figure 3a: Centralized localization Figure 3b: Distributed Localization 

(1) 
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Where Pt = transmitted signal strength, Gt = transmitter antenna gain, Gr = received antenna gain, and λ = 
wavelength of the transmitter signal in meters. 
This approach has low hardware cost, because most receivers are capable of calculating the received signal 
strength and less computational cost to compute location. And the main drawback of this technique is that it is 
more vulnerable to noise and interference in between communication which results in limited accuracy of 
localized node. This technique is firstly used in RADAR systems. 
Time Difference of Arrival is distance based estimation technique. In this scheme, we measure radio and 
ultrasound signals arrival time difference between anchor node and unknown node. Each node is equipped with 
a microphone and a speaker. 
In TDoA [13], the transmitter first sends a radio message. It waits some fixed interval of time, tdelay (which 
might be zero), and then produces a fixed pattern of “chirps” on its speaker. When listening nodes hear the radio 
signal, they note the current time, tradio, and then turn on their microphones. When their microphones detect the 
chirp pattern, they again note the current time, tsound. Once they have tradio, tsound, and tdelay, the listeners measures 
the distance d between themselves and the transmitter as we know, radio waves travel significantly faster than 
sound in air. = ( − ) ∗ − − 													(2)																				 
TDoA methods are fairly accurate under line-of-sight conditions; however, they perform accurate in areas that 
are free of echoes, and when the speakers and microphones are synchronized to each other.  
The limitation of TDoA systems is that they require special hardware to be built into sensor nodes, specially a 
speaker and a microphone. TDoA systems perform almost accurately when they are synchronized properly, 
since speakers and microphones never have same transmission and reception properties. Further, the speed of 
sound in air varies with the temperature and humidity which increases the chances of error into equation 2, 
resulting difficulty in the line-of-sight constraint to meet in some environments. 

 
Figure 4: Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA). Sensor A transmits a radio pulse and then an acoustic pulse. By 
calculating the time difference of arrival between the two pulses, sensor B can measure  its distance from A. 
Time of Arrival (TOA) [13]: In TOA, speed of wavelength and time of radio signals travelling between anchor 
node and unlocalized node is measured to estimate the location of unlocalized node. GPS uses TOA, and it is a 
highly accurate technique; however, it requires high processing capability. 
Angle of Arrival (AOA): [14] [15]. Unlocalized node location can be estimated using angle of two anchors 
signals. These are the angles at which the anchors signals are received by the unlocalized nodes. Unlocalized 
nodes use triangulation method to estimate their locations. 
In this algorithm data is collected using radio or microphone arrays, which allow a listening node to measure the 
direction of a transmitting node. It can also collect AoA data from optical communication methods.  In these 
methods, several (3-4) microphones hear a single transmitted signal. To measure the angle of arrival of the 
signal it determines the time difference between the signal’s arrivals at different microphones. 
In a few degrees these methods obtains accurate results. The angle-of-arrival hardware becomes heavier and 
more costly then TDoA ranging hardware, as each node must have one speaker and several microphones. 
Further, the need for spatial separation between speakers it is difficult to reside as the form factor of sensors 
shrinks. Angle of Arrival hardware is sometimes increases with digital compasses. A digital compass simply 
shows the global orientation of its node, which can be quite useful in addition with AoA information. 
Range free techniques use connectivity and topology information to find location of a node. These techniques 
are simple and cost effective as compared to range based techniques. Connectivity localization algorithm, 
centroid localization algorithm are range free techniques. 
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Centroid Localization 

Bulusu and Heidmann [4] [16] [17] proposed a range free, proximity based, coarse-grained centroid localization 
algorithm. This algorithm execution has three steps.  
a) All anchors broadcast their location to all sensor nodes within their transmission range.  
b) Each unknown node hears for a fixed amount of time t and collects all the beacon signals it receives from 
various reference points.  
c) All unknown sensor nodes measure their own positions by a centroid determination formula from all n 
positions of the anchors in range. ( est,Yest) = 1 +⋯+ , 1 +⋯+ 																																																(3) 
Where Xest and Yest are the estimated coordinates of the sensor node and X1:n,Y1:n are the coordinates of all n 
anchor nodes listened by the unknown sensor node. In this algorithm the location error is high due to centroid 
formula and it focuses on node self localization for 2d networks. 
DV-Hop Localization 

Niculescu and Nath [18] have proposed DV-Hop localization algorithm which is a mechanism that is similar to 
traditional distance vector routing. The core idea of DV-Hop implementation is divided into three steps. This 
method employs a distance vector based packets exchange so that all nodes have the minimum hops and the 
coordinates of all the anchor nodes. Then, anchor nodes calculate the average HopSize and broadcast it with 
data packets. When the unknown node receives the average hop size, it calculates the distance d to each anchor 
according to the recorded hop information. Then it uses trilateration to estimate unknown node position. = ∑ ( − ) + ( − )∑ℎ , ≠ , 	 ℎ 	 .																					(4) 
Junguo Zhang et. al[19] and Jianning Ding et. al[20] proposed some improvement over basic DV-Hop 
algorithm.  
Amorphous localization [17] 

R.Nagpal [21] has proposed independently from DV-Hop, which uses a similar algorithm for calculating 
position. First, like DV-Hop each node estimate hop distance in number of hops to each anchor node through 
beacon packet propagation. Once anchor nodes calculate average hop distance then each node collects 
neighboring nodes hop distance estimates and computes an average of all its neighbours’ values. 
The Amorphous localization algorithm applies different method from the DV-Hop algorithm to calculate the 
average distance of a single hop. This assumes that the density of the network nlocal is known already, so that it 
can calculate offline HopSize  in accordance with the Klien rock and Slivester formula: = 1 + − 																										(5) 
After obtaining the estimated distances from three anchors, triangulation is used to calculate a node’s location.  
Gradient localization [8][21][22] 
In this algorithm, Multilateration is performed by unknown nodes to get its location. Gradient starts by anchor 
nodes and helps unlocalized nodes to estimate their positions from three anchor nodes by using Multilateration. 
Hop count value which is initially set to 0, incremented when it propagates to other neighboring nodes. Every 
sensor node takes information of the shortest path from anchor nodes. Gradient algorithm follows these steps 
such as the following: Firstly, anchor node broadcasts beacon packets which contain its coordinate and hop 
count value. In second step, unknown nodes calculate shortest path between itself and the anchor node from 
which it receives beacon message using this mathematical equation: = ℎ , 																																								(6) 
Where dhop is calculated distance covered by one hop. In third step, error equation is used to get minimum error 
in which node calculates its coordinate by using Multilateration as follows: − ,																																		(7) 
Where dji is the caculated distance computed through gradient propagation. 
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IV. SUMMARY 

In this paper we presented a review on node localization techniques in WSNs and a brief idea of application 
areas. Localization algorithms are classified into four categories: (1) GPS based and GPS free, (2) Anchor based 
and Anchor free (3) Centralized and distributed and (4) Range based and Range free. All the algorithms 
discussed have their own advantages and limitations. GPS based algorithms have very high accuracy but 
computation and hardware cost increases as compared to GPS free. Decentralized algorithms are better than 
centralized algorithms. Range based and Range free techniques are thoroughly analyzed, range based techniques 
have high hardware and computation cost as compared to range free. Range free techniques are easy to 
implement and is applicable in large networks. Most of the localization algorithms have been proposed in 2D 
sensor network, comparatively few localization algorithms for 3D environment, so work can be done in this 
direction. 
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